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ABSTRACT

In the context of fire protection in technical buildings of French nuclear facilities, three principles
have been adopted: prevention, detection and fire-fighting. Their implementation makes it possible on
the one hand to limit the fire ignition and the fire growth, and on the other hand to prevent fire extent
which would lead to unavailability of several safety related equipment.

Although progress has been made in this direction, the fire risks have still not been eliminated. It is
therefore essential to evaluate the fire effects and to assess their consequences.

To this end, three main R&D programs have been conducted into fires.

Part I sets out the fire PSA methodology used for a 900 MWe PWR.

Part II gives an outline of two fire and ventilation computer codes useful for the fire PSA.

Finally, part III gives an outline of the tests already performed and those currently under way in the
two laboratories of the Institut de Protection et de Surete Nucleaire (IPSN) in order to qualify the
codes and provide useful information for the safety assessment.

PART I: METHODOLOGY OF THE FIRE PROBABILISTIC SAFETY ASSESSMENTS OF 900 M W E

PRESSURIZED W A T E R REACTORS

1.1 Introduction

Fire Probabilistic Safety Assessment -called fire PSA- is being carried out by the Institut de
Protection et de Surete Nucleaire (IPSN). The goal is to identify fire-induced core meltdown sequences
and to calculate the corresponding probabilities.

This study, which considers the internal aggression resulting from fire occurring in various
locations, is the continuation of the level 1 Probabilistic Safety Assessment-called PSA 900- already
performed by the IPSN for the same French standardized series of nuclear power plants, taking into
account internal events likely to occur in the installation (such as random failures of equipment or
human errors). The overall probability of core meltdown obtained by PSA 900"is around 5.0 E-5 per
reactor-year (refer to [1]).

The general objective of the fire PSA is to supplement the deterministic analyses on which the
reactor design and the fire provisions and protection features are based in order to get better appraisal
of nuclear risks related to fire and prioritization in efforts to reduce the risks. In particular, fire PSAs
should make it possible to highlight the strong points and the weak points of the installations and of
their operation in their various operating states, as regards the protective measures taken against fire
hazards.

The fire PSA will notably include useful information for safety analyses such as, for example, the
compartments in which the contribution of a fire is the most important for the probability of core
meltdown.
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A specific methodology has been developed for the fire PSA of unit 1 of Le Blayais nuclear power
plant which has been chosen as the reference plant for the French series of 900 MWe PWR.
Nevertheless its implementation is not immediate because much information is needed in order to
qualify and/or quantify fire phenomena and fire-induced core meltdown sequences.

Consequently, an operational program is being elaborated in order to obtain the information needed
for the PSA.

1.2 Methodology of the fire PSA

The following main tasks are being performed.

1.2.1 Inventory of data derived from experience feedback

The objective is to draw lessons from French PWR experience feedback of fire events by
developing statistics as regards:

- the fire occurrence frequencies,
- the failure of the installed equipment, directly or indirectly (e.g. failure due to fire protection

system release) subjected to a fire, and of the communicating elements between compartments (e.g.
fire dampers and fire doors),

- the failure of fire detection and fire suppression systems,
- the time taken by the plant personnel and/or fire brigade to extinguish a fire.
Most of the information will come from Electricite De France fire event files.

1.2.2 Inventory of plant data

The objective is, on the one hand to locate fire initiators and the safety-related equipment, and on
the other hand to collect the data necessary for the numerical simulation of the development of a fire in
a compartment and its possible extent to adjacent compartments.

Three sources of information are useful: plant digital database, drawings and plant walkdowns.

The technical buildings are divided into zones -called fire zones- which include one or several
compartments each. For the inventories, plant data checklists are established for information collection
concerning each compartment in order to support the methodology implementation.

The following identifications are done zone by zone.

1.2.2.1 Location of equipment

All the equipment (mechanical, electrical, cables, detectors, extinguishers), safety or not safety-
related, is listed, including its function and position designated by XYZ coordinates in each
compartment. Particularly, cable tray numbers including type and voltage, cable wraps, equipment on
both ends of cable (e.g. electrical cabinet, pump) are listed.

1.2.2.2 Combustibles and ignition sources

The equipment which may be involved in a combustion or at the origin of a fire is identified
according to the two following criteria:

- transient and fixed combustibles:
* combustible materials used during maintenance operations (e.g. wood, plastic products,

waste, scraps, rags, flammable liquids),
* lubricating oils for pumps,
* diesel engine oil,
* materials used for cable sheets (e.g. PVC), hydrogen,
*etc.

- ignition sources:
* mechanical equipment: large and small pumps, diesel generators, turbine generators,

dryers, ventilation subsystems, elevator motors, air compressors,
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* electrical equipment: electrical cabinets, junction boxes, transformers, batteries,
* human errors: welding and cutting processes,
* miscellaneous: hydrogen tanks, hot spots, trash,
*etc.

1.2.2,3 Fire barriers and communicating elements between compartments identification and
description

Fire barriers and communicating elements between compartments (doors, dampers, ventilation
ducts, etc.) are listed. Their possible failure (e.g. non closing, ageing) is subject to the study of fire
extent between compartments.

Moreover, one needs the dimensions of the compartments, the dimensions of the communicating
elements and other data (such as ventilation rates) to perform the fire numerical simulation study.

1.2.3 Fire occurrence frequencies

The fire initiators, identified in the experience feedback analysis, will be grouped into families to
assess the corresponding fire occurrence frequencies.

Moreover, the inventory of equipment makes it possible to identify the compartments containing
one or several fire initiators belonging to these families. It is thus possible to assess, for an initiator in a
compartment, the single unit occurrence frequency of a fire. This assessment is carried out for all the
initiators and all the compartments in which they are to be found.

1.2.4 Selection of critical zones

The number of zones which are subject to data inventory is considerable. These zones are selected
and only those where a fire is likely to develop and to jeopardize safety are kept. The selected zones
are called critical zones.

The main data needed to perform this stage are:

- compartment dimensions,
- concerning fixed and/or transient ignition sources: positions in compartment (XYZ

coordinates), actual heat release rate, actual heat of combustion,
- concerning safety equipment: position in compartment (XYZ coordinates), thermal inertia,

damage criteria (critical temperature and/or critical heat flux),
- automatic detection and suppression systems actuation time,
- availability of automatic suppression systems,
- probability of manual suppression effectiveness,
- availability of redundant safe shutdown systems.

The FIVE methodology (refer to [2]), an NRC-approved quantitative screening technique for fire
analysis and critical zone selection, is used.

1.2.5 Fire scenarios

1.2.5.1 Identification of fire scenarios

Fire risk quantification requires the delineation of a large number of possible events.

A fire scenario is a chain of subsequent events. The first event is the fire initiation and the others-
called « generic events »- generally involve the following possibilities:

- fire detection: plant personnel detects the fire, automatic detectors actuate, control room gets
indirect indication (the early detection and late detection are considered separately),

- fire extinguishing: fire self-extinguishes by lack of combustible or of oxygen, automatic
suppression system actuates, plant personnel/fire brigade uses portable extinguishers and/or hose
reels,

- fire propagation: fire spreads to overhead cable, transient combustible, adjacent compartments
due to lack (or delay) of intervention and/or failure of communicating elements.
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In case of fire extent to an adjacent compartment which may be located in another critical zone, it is
necessary to extend the fire scenarios, taking into account the «generic events» in the new
compartment.

The scenarios including these possibilities are developed for all the critical zones and are
represented by event trees -called fire event trees.

1.2.5.2 Studies of fire development and fire consequences

The objective is to predict more accurately by fire numerical simulations in the critical zones how
long it would take to damage the equipment subjected to fire effects.

The FLAMME_S fire computer code (refer to part II) developed by the IPSN will be used.

A digital code database is created including characteristic data of common combustibles used in
nuclear installations in order to aid the user.

It should be noted that the equipment time to damage will be calculated by fire computer codes
using zone models which are not, in some particular cases, representative of the physical phenomena.
Therefore, the simulation results- cannot be used without an expert advice.

Moreover, the analysis of repercussions on actuators due to the damage of instrumentation and
control cables requires particular precautions.

1.2.5.3 Probabilistic quantification of fire scenarios

The objective is, on the one hand to identify fire scenarios including destruction of equipment or
fire extent to adjacent compartments, and on the other hand to assess equipment destruction
probabilities.

The fire scenarios are modeled by fire event trees. Quantifying these scenarios requires the
assessment of the generic event probabilities. Depending on the nature of the « generic event», this
assessment will be carried out either directly from experience feedback or by using the fault tree
method.

Failure of safety-related equipment due to automatic fire suppression systems or human errors made
during operations specific to fire (e.g. fire suppression) will be also analyzed and quantified. Its
assessment will be based as far as possible on the specific information derived from experience
feedback.

Once each fire scenario is quantified, each target damage probability is assessed.

The main data needed to perform this stage are:

- automatic detection and suppression systems reliability,
- fire barrier reliability (fire door, dampers, etc.),
- human factors such as manual detection and suppression effectiveness.

The list of potential events and incident sequences must be as complete as possible. The events and
sequences must be properly described.

1.2.6 Quantification of core meltdown sequences

The final work consists in assessing the probability of core meltdown sequences which can result
from a fire. It includes quantifying:

- fault trees of systems equipment of which is aggressed by fire,
- event trees to assess the probability of core meltdown taking into account notably human

factors such as operator response to ensure safe shutdown (e.g. error of diagnosis, spurious
actuation).

The fault and event trees of PSA 900 level I will be used with proper adaptation if needed.

The RISK SPECTRUM (refer to [3]) software will be used to quantify fire-induced core meltdown
sequences.
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1.3. Conclusion

The above mentioned methodology is gradually tested to assess its applicability to PWR fire PSA
and to find out all the elements necessary to perform each task.

Many data (e.g. equipment random failure probability) come from the PSA 900. Other elements
come from bibliographic inquires and R & D investigations in the IPSN. In particular, many tests are
performed in two laboratories of the IPSN in order to:

- determine the input parameters for digital fire simulation codes for various configurations and
fuels used in nuclear installations;

- understand fire phenomena in order to make an expert judgment regarding the results of digital
simulations.

It is advisable to note that carrying out the fire PSA represents a sizeable amount of work. It
requires the assistance of several specialists in:

- fire safety science,
- PWR operation in incident and accident situations,
- statistic and probabilistic analyses,
- reactor operation,
- human factors.

PART H: F L A M M E S FIRE COMPUTER CODE AND SIMEVE1VT VENTILATION COMPUTER

CODE

2.1 The FLAMMEJS code

2.1.1 Purpose

The code is a complete reworking of earlier codes. It takes into account technical progress and
improves the services offered for safety assessments.

It will be used particularly for the fire PSA of 900 MWe PWRs.

The code calculates the thermal effects and thermodynamic consequences-which are very useful
for the safety assessments- of a fire in a compartment and those of its eventual extent to adjacent
compartments through communicating elements.

2.1.2 General

The code is used to determine the fire duration and how the characteristic parameters associated
with the development of the fire, such as pressure, temperature and composition of the different gases
present in each compartment, vary with time.

A fire compartment contains a mixture of gases and combustion products. It is assumed to be non-
deformable. The compartment may contain liquid or solid fuels. A compartment can also contain one
or several cable trays as well as one or several pieces of equipment such as electrical cabinets.

Each compartment can be confined, and ventilated naturally or mechanically. The communicating
elements for natural flow correspond to an orifice, a door or a damper whose surface can be a time
function or a temperature function to simulate gradually the opening and closing operations.

The oxygen needed for combustion is taken from the zone in which the fire source is situated.
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2.1.3 Simplifications adopted

These are the main hypotheses used when developing the code:
- the gases being inside a compartment can be described using a two-zones model or a single

zone one,
- the fire plume can be described using the rZ coordinates (GUPTA model),
- the fuel, solid structures, and installed equipment are characterized by a mean temperature,
- the flame is a point source of radiant flux,
- the cable tray can ignite grid by grid,
- the gas zones and the flames are assumed to be semi-transparent,
- the walls and combustibles are assumed to be opaque, capable of diffusing heat,
- the static pressure is uniform in a compartment.

2.1.4 Mathematical modeling

Each system component (compartment, fuel, cable tray, installed equipment, wall, sprinkler) has its
own set of discrete equations depending on the degree of physical representation desired:

- energy balance for a structure,
- conservation of energy and mass equations,
- mass and energy balances for each cumbustible,
- mass exchanges (e.g. plume, top and bottom zones, ventilation),
- heat exchanges (convection, radiation),

- combustion chemical reactions,
- etc.

2.1.5 Simulation capabilities

The code can be used to predict the following phenomena:

- temperatures of the gases (bottom zone, top zone, plume, in equipment), of the walls and of
any equipment in the compartment,

- heat flux emitted by the flame and incident heat flux in walls and on installed equipment
surface,

- oxygen and combustion products,

- pressure,
- mass rates of gas inflow and outflow via openings,
- dysfunction and time to damage of equipment,
-etc.

2.1.6 Quality assurance

The code is subject to a specific quality assurance procedure. This quality assurance procedure
requires, in particular, the production of a « life history » for the code, known as the « qualification
dossier» containing the nine main following documents:

1) Functional specifications (design principles of the code).
2) Technical specifications (detail of the design).
3) Physical and mathematical models (formulae used in the development phase).
4) Numerical descriptions (approximations of the formulae used).
5) Computer description (code and its computer environment).
6) Qualification report (comparison of tests and calculations).

N.B. At present, more than 20 representative tests for fire in nuclear facilities are used for the
qualification.

7) Data sensitivity study (data uncertainties and numerical sensitivity).
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8) User's guide (adequate data selection).
9) User's manual including guide examples.

Furthermore, modifications or regrades of the code lead to draw up a new version. Computer tests
and updates are then carried out on any new qualification dossier before the new version of the code
enters service.

2.1.7 Conclusion

Version A of the code is operational. Qualification work for a new version (comparison between
tests and calculations) is currently under way, especially for options involving fires with several
ignition sources, fires in several compartments, propagation of combustion to vertical or horizontal
solid fuels, GUPTA plume model.

A test program has been drawn up to meet the qualification needs in order of priority.

2.2 The SIMEVENT code

The ventilation code, SIMEVENT, was developed by the IPSN, COGEMA and SGN.

2.2.1 Purpose

The code is used to model the operation of a ventilation network, and to simulate incidents which
could affect it in order to assess the safety consequences.

2.2.2 General

In a nuclear fuel reprocessing plant, a fire may increase greatly the quantity of radioactive materials
carried through the ventilation system. Therefore, it is necessary to assess the transfer of radioactive
materials from the fire compartment inside the nuclear installation to the point at which they are
released into the environment, passing via several containment barriers.

This code is developed to be applied from design until dismantling for any nuclear installation, both
under normal and some abnormal conditions (e.g. fire).

The operating principle behind the SIMEVENT code is based on dividing the ventilation system
into nodes which are connected by branches.

2.2.3 Simplifications adopted

The flow is assumed to be one-dimensional, non-viscous and incompressible.

2.2.4 Mathematical modeling

The complexity of physical phenomena such as fluid motion in the ventilation system requires
some simplifications of the actual situation, The following simplifications are adopted in the code:

- balance at a node: a node represents a volume where the pressure and temperature are
considered as uniform for each case studied. In addition, the mixture of matters is assumed to be
homogeneous and there is no deposition at the node. The conservation of mass equation is used.

- balance in a branch: a branch represents a segment of the circuit surrounded by two nodes and
fully determined, in terms of ventilation, by a relationship of the typeAP = f(Q). Bernoulli's,
momentum and material transport equations are used.

It should be noted that the models for deposition in conduits and filters, according to the particle
size distribution, are being carried out.

2.2.5 Simulation capabilities

In its current version, the code can calculate the pressure, mass flow rates and transport of material
in the ventilation system. The different disruptions dealt with are:

- variable positions of a valve, a leak and an orifice,
- shutdown of a ventilator,
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- closure of a damper and/or opening of a valve,
- variations of pressure and temperature caused by fire.

2.2.6 Conclusion

Studies are currently underway to update the code, with better consideration being given to heat
dissipation, transport and deposition phenomena in the ventilation system. Moreover, the aerosols and
combustion products can plug the filters of the ventilation system. This phenomenon is currently being
studied. Furthermore, extending the code to fires implies combining it with a code which can describe
the development of the fire in a compartment and also the introduction of models to describe the
effects associated with fire (e.g. heat loss in the conduits and deposition of materials).

On another hand, under fire conditions, the ventilation may remove heat, smoke and combustion
products from the fire compartment. Moreover, in many ventilated compartments of the nuclear
installation, the ventilation system will be stopped and the fire damper will be closed automatically or
manually to confine the fire and the combustion products. Combustion products and/or radioactive
materials should be released, if possible, after fire extinction: then oxygen is not brought in the
compartment during the fire. Because of this, a study has begun concerning the opportunity and
feasibility of combining SIMEVENT with FLAMME_S.

PART III: FIRE TESTS IN TWO IPSN LABORATORIES

3.1 Introduction

The IPSN has several laboratories. Two of them perform fire tests, one at the Grenoble research
center, and the other at the Cadarache research center. Several chambers were built there (volumes
ranging from 5 ITP to 3600 m^) for use in small, medium and large scale tests in various
configurations.

The tests conducted have the following two main objectives:
- determining input parameters for fire and ventilation computer codes for various configurations

and fuels commonly used in nuclear installations,
- obtaining a better understanding of fire phenomena in order to carry out, especially, an expert

judgment.

3.2 Experimental readings

The tests were performed in various ventilation conditions to measure the following main
parameters:

- burning: rate of burning, propagation of the fire at the surface of the fuel, chemistry of the
phenomenon, actual heat release rate and heat of combustion,

- flame: shape, size and temperature,

- combustion products: concentrations of gases and aerosols,
- plume: temperature and entraimnent phenomena,
- temperature and pressure of the gases in the chambers,
- temperature and flow rate of the gases through communicating elements (with mechanical or

natural ventilation),
- temperature and iieat flux at the walls of the targets and of the chamber,

- pressure and flow rate of the gases in each node of the ventilation.

In addition, transport of matters and deposition phenomena in a ventilation system are under study.

The test result analysis will notably allow the code database to be supplemented.
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3.3 Tests already performed

Some forty large-scale tests were performed in various configurations with fuels commonly used in
nuclear installations. The main fuels used are:

- TPH and a mixture of TBP and TPH (solvents used in reprocessing plants),
- DTE medium oil: a fuel mainly used in PWR pumps,
- PMMA: a material used in nuclear laboratories,
- PVC: a material used for cables and in nuclear laboratories,
- bitume: a material used in waste facilities,
- sodium: a metal used in FBR,

- cable trays.

3.4 Tests planned

A program of experiments, which comes under the IPSN's « five year plan », is currently underway
in order to better understand the fire phenomena and particularly to qualify the new versions of the
codes. The aim of the program is to increase the confidence given to the results of digital simulation.
This program includes, more specifically:

- various fire source locations (center, against a wall, in the corner of the compartment) and the
orientations (horizontal or vertical for solid fuel) of the fuel,

- fire propagation from the first ignition source to other combustible materials located in the
same compartment,

- fire propagation from one compartment to one or several other compartments through
communicating elements,

- intermediate and full scale cable tray fire.

For information, two large-scale tests will be performed before the end of 1995.

The first will be performed in order to study the plume phenomena and thermal events which could
cause failures and/or combustion of cable trays and cabinets. Five energized cable trays will be
installed in the plume, below the ceiling out of the plume and above the floor near the ignition source.
The cabinet, which will not be energized, will be placed on the floor, also near the ignition source.

The second, also full scale, is intended to study the dysfunction and combustion of cables in cable
trays. For this test, twelve cable trays will be used.

3.5 Conclusion

The tests performed have, in particular, made it possible to qualify the codes.

All the comparisons of test and calculation values show the sensitivity of the code, especially to
parameters associated with the ignition source and with gas flow phenomena. Research is going on
with the development of formulae and suitable tests.

CONCLUSION

A large research and development program is being carried out at IPSN to evaluate the risks and
consequences of fire induced accidents. Full scale experiments are conducted. The formulation and
computer codes are being improved in order to cover more and more situations closer and closer to
reality. The fire PSA methodology is sharpened to supplement the deterministic studies by taking into
account the Fire safety consequence analysis. Moreover, safety regulatories are constantly improved.
Technical progress is also made to minimize fire ignition and fire effects which might jeopardize
safety.

Therefore, fire phenomena in nuclear installations should be better controlled.
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